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genshin impact's best feature is the fact that it can be played in any order you like. the story is
straightforward. you'll take on a number of quests, then, with some luck, you'll find a challenge

called the abyss. this is a series of trials that are a lot like the story quests, except the trials have set
times you must complete. if you fail a trial, you'll be sent back to the last save, but you won't lose

any of your progress. in the end, you'll have the option to proceed or restart. genshin impact's stats
and skills system are easy to remember, and it is straightforward to equip and use skills. for

example, you have an item called "dragon's wrath" that boosts your magic and physical attack. you
can use it to perform a powerful, yet limited "double" attack, which does additional damage than
you'd normally deal. as you unlock more items, you'll find that the combat system becomes more

complex. new weapons, skills, and magic can be combined to boost your combo, and your stats. the
bosses in genshin impact are challenging, but not particularly tough. the grand finale, however, is a

real treat. the final boss, vyse, is the most impressive opponent i have fought in a game in some
time, and one that is easily in the top five. vyse himself is a deceptively difficult foe. his initial attack
deals lethal damage and allows him to hit you for extra damage if he so chooses. and he can take a
lot of hits, especially if you are low on health. but his attack is tough to parry, so block the initial hit
and he will fly towards you, allowing for a critical hit. then he will come flying back at you, with more

damage, and repeat the process. it is a tough fight, and a fun one.
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